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1. Introduction  
Learning is the process by means of which systems formed by the action of natural se-
lection can acquire new information and skills. Not every living being is able to adopt 
new knowledge or behaviors; evolution has gifted only some organisms with the ca-
pacity to learn from others and from their environment, in order for them to be more 
flexible and adapt their behavior to their actual circumstances (Godfrey-Smith, 1996). 
Learning is an adaptation. If this is true, theories seeking to account for the complex-
ity of current living beings should pay special attention to it.  
 There are many complex aspects of learning mechanisms that deserve careful ex-
amination. Here, I am going to focus on a special difficulty that puzzles philosophers: 
normativity. Consider a common case; every time John the Hare goes to area A, he 
bumps into Mike the Wolf. Fortunately for him, John has managed to escape every 
time and after some episodes he learns to avoid going to A. Thereafter, he is not sup-
posed to go to A. If John goes there, he would be making a mistake. How can a natural-
ist theory explain the appearance of these normative notions?  
 Of course, this problem not only affects learning processes but also inborn de-
vices. For many years, philosophers have been struggling with questions such as why 
hearts are supposed to pump blood or livers are supposed to filter wastes from blood. 
However, I think that this difficulty has been overcome, at least in innate mechanisms. 
Teleonomic theories have explained how the process of natural selection determines 
what a device is supposed to do, relying on the concept of 'function' (Wright, 1973; 
Millikan, 1984). Hearts are supposed to pump blood (roughly) because the fact that 
past hearts pumped blood explains why hearts were favored by natural selection; 
pumping blood is what explains why hearts exists at all. But how does learning fit in 
this schema? To what extent does natural selection determine what an organism is 
able to learn? Can learning be considered a process analogous to natural selection? 
These are the questions I am going to tackle in this short essay. 
 Before starting, it is worth pointing out that, as many other common words, 'learn-
ing' is used in many contexts and in a wealth of different senses. Here I am going to 
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focus exclusively on the learning of new skills ―in particular, I am going to leave aside 
the acquisition of novel knowledge. There are two reasons for that. First, I think the 
latter fits more easily in the teleonomic (and teleosemantic) theory, while the former 
may raise some difficulties. Furthermore, most naturalist theories have been attracted 
by the question of the acquisition of new forms of behavior. Both reasons suggest a 
preliminary discussion of the origin of novel skills in front of new knowledge.  
2. Function and Normativity  
For a good understanding of the problems that learning generate in teleonomic theo-
ries we need to set up some basic concepts. Undoubtedly, 'function' is the most cen-
tral one. 
2.1 Function  
Function is the pivotal notion that enabled philosophers to explain how normativity 
can arise from biological processes, and a great deal of the debate we are going to take 
part on is going to revolve around this concept. So we will try first to explain this en-
tangled and widely discussed notion.  
Philosophers working on this tradition usually rely on an etiological definition of func-
tion (EF). Even if the details vary among different philosophers, let me try to put for-
ward a definition that I think many of them would accept: 
 (EF) A member d of the kind1 D has an etiological function F2 iff: 
(1) Past members of D performed F  
(2) Ds that performed F were selected over some competitors (say, Ds that per-
formed G). The selection process had the following features (Hull et al., 2001): 
(a) Replication: Members of D are to a large extent copies of each other. 
(b) Variation: The replication included some changes that gave rise to F and 
F's competitors.  
(c) Environmental interaction: D's interaction with external circumstances 
caused differential replication.  
(3) 1 and 2 (partially) explain why d exists. (Ayala, 1970; Millikan, 1984, p. 28) 
 (1) claims that it is not the first time that a member of D performs F (what implies 
that some time is required). (2) states that some kind of selection process has favored 
                                                     
1 Strictly speaking, D is a 'reproductive established family', i. e. a group of individuals that resemble each 
other in important ways because they are the result of some process of copy. 
2 In order to avoid unnecessary terminological complexities, in the rest of the paper I will usually dispense 
with the adjective 'etiological' and just talk of 'function'. That will simplify considerably the termino-
logy of the exposition, especially later on when I introduce direct and relational functions. Because 
our discussion focuses on evolutionary biology and animal learning, I do not think this simplification 
will cause any confusion. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that when I make claims about 
functions, I am just referring to etiological functions. In particular, they are not claims about func-
tions attributed to artefacts or social practices. 
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things that performed F over things that performed G because of some advantage of 
F over G. Finally, (3) claims that a partial explanation of why d exists refers to the fact 
that its ancestors performed F and they were selected because of this performance. 
The paradigmatic case that exemplifies EF is the heart: the function of my heart is 
pumping blood because (1) past hearts pumped blood, (2) hearts were selected by 
natural selection because they pumped blood (and not, for instance, because they 
made characteristic noises) and (3) the fact that past hearts pumped blood and were 
selected for it partially explains why my heart exists (and why it is supposed to pump 
blood).  
2.2 Kinds of Functions 
Notice that F may be very complicated. A simple interpretation of F in EF falls short 
of explaining the workings of current living beings such as insects or squirrels, let 
alone human minds.  
 To account for the complexity of current living beings, at least two different ef-
fects may play the role F in EF:  
1. F is some concrete activity: Hearts pumping blood, livers filtering wastes 
from blood or lungs extracting oxygen from air and expulsing CO₂ are par-
ticular performances in the intended sense. These are the actions that were se-
lected in past hearts, livers and lungs. When F corresponds to such a particular 
activity, I will say that a device has a direct function (following Millikan, 1984, 
ch.2).3 
2. F is a rule that yields different activities in accordance with diverse circum-
stances: the paradigmatic case is the chameleon's pigment-rearranging device. 
The chameleon changes the color of his skin so as to match the color of what-
ever he is sitting on. The pigment-rearranging device acts (roughly) in accor-
dance with the following rule: adopt the color of whatever the chameleon is sitting on. 
Notice that the historical cases that account for the current existence of the de-
vice may vary dramatically from occasion to occasion; some colors may have 
happened just once. What all chameleons (past and present) share is a common 
rule that generates different skin colors in accordance with diverse external cir-
cumstances. When F falls under this description, I will say that a device has a re-
lational function (Millikan, 1984, ch.2). 
 An important thing to notice is that a device can have many different functions at 
the same time. In particular, a mechanism can have two functions, one direct and one 
relational. Consider again the chameleon’s example. On a more proximal explanation, 
the pigment-rearranging device acts according to the rule adopt the color of whatever the 
chameleon is sitting on. The fact that the mechanism has historically acted in accordance 
with this rule explains why it has been selected. So the mechanism has it as a relational 
function. A the same time, a more complete explanation should mention the fact that 
the colors adopted helped the chameleon to camouflage from predators. This is an ef-
                                                     
3 Millikan's expression is 'direct proper function' 
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fect of the mechanisms that should be mentioned in a full account of why the device 
proliferated. So a distal explanation of why the proximal rule has been fitness-
enhancing appeals to the fact that the pigment-rearranging device has produced a 
color that helped the chameleon to camouflage from predators. Consequently, camou-
flaging the chameleon is a concrete effect (like pumping blood) that should be considered 
a direct function of the mechanism. In this case, the direct function lies, so to say, be-
yond the relational function.4 
3. Selection in species and selection in individuals  
From EF, it follows that a device can have an etiological function only if it has been 
recruited by a selection process that fulfills condition 2 above. In that respect, the pre-
eminent process that has attracted the philosopher's attention has traditionally been 
natural selection. There is a good reason for that: in nature, most of the devices that 
have some function evolved under the pressure of natural selection. The fact that it 
has been the major process of evolution on Earth gives it a crucial role in explaining 
many systems and organisms.  
 However, if it is a platitude that natural selection has been the principal motor of 
change, it is not less obvious that it alone cannot account for all kinds of animal be-
havior. When seeking to understand living beings, individual experience can be as im-
portant as genetic endowment. Consequently, we need to consider whether the proc-
ess of learning can be incorporated into our teleonomic account. 
3.1 Is learning a selection process? 
As we said before, we will focus on the learning process by means of which systems 
acquire novel skills. The question now is how a system produced by natural selection 
can incorporate abilities by experience. Some people have endorsed the following 
claim: 
(T1) Some learning consist in a selection process by means of which systems 
acquire new direct functions.  
 I take it that Papineau (1987, 1993, 1998) and probably Dretske (1986, 1988) 
would accept T1. On the other hand, Price (2001) and Kingsbury (1998, 2008) present 
some problems for T1. Without departing from a teleonomic theory but in opposition 
to Papineau and Dretske, they lend support to the alternative view: 
(T2) All kinds of learning consist in developing already existing relational func-
tions (acquired by natural selection). 
 We are going to see which are the reasons for accepting T1 and then which objec-
tions Price and Kingsbury raise against this view. We can advance that our conclusion 
will be to accept T1 and T2. We will see how T1 and T2 can be held at the same time 
without contradiction. 
                                                     
4 That is what Millikan (1984, pp. 41-2) calls 'invariant derived proper functions'. I think it is better to 
treat them as a special kind of direct functions. 
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 It is worth emphasizing that the principal learning process discussed in the litera-
ture on animal psychology is operant conditioning. For this reason, the controversy as 
to whether learning can be considered a proper selection process focuses on this kind 
of learning (Walker, 1987; Kingsbury, 1999, p.78). 
3.1.1 Acquiring new functions  
By operant conditioning we (roughly) mean the process of increasing the probability 
of the occurrence of a given behavior by means of the appearance of a reinforcer 
every time the behavior is produced (Shettleworth, 2010; Walker, 1987). Through op-
erant conditioning an association is made between a behavior and its consequences. 
The main idea leading to T1 is that learning (in the sense of operant conditioning) can 
be considered a selection process parallel to natural selection (Papineau, 1987). The 
striking similarities between the two are apparent; in operant selection the organism 
performs (more or less) random activities until one of them gets rewarded. When that 
happens, it enhances the tendency to reproduce the same behavior and every time the 
organisms gets a beneficial effect the probability of repetition increases. On the con-
trary, every time that an expected reward does not show up, the likelihood of the rele-
vant behavior being reproduced decreases, a process known as 'extinction' (Hull et al., 
2001). 
 Therefore, it seems that operant conditioning fulfills condition (2) in EF: there is 
variation (diverse behaviors), replication (reproduction of the same action) and envi-
ronmental interaction (which causes differential reproduction). So at first glance it 
seems that we have every reason to regard operant learning as the right kind of case in 
which new functions may arise. 
 It must be pointed out that in operational conditioning selection occurs both at the 
behavioral and neuronal level (Hull et al., 2001). I am going to talk indifferently of be-
havior or neural connections getting fixed by experience. For our purposes, they are 
two ways to refer to the same process.  
 A more complicated issue is whether representation takes place here and which is 
its role. This is an open and controversial question that still deserve a satisfactory an-
swer. Generally, naturalist theories of representation confront the problem of how 
content can be relevant at all when explaining behavior, because they want their ex-
planations to rely exclusively on physical causal relationships. Dretske (1988) offered 
an attractive answer, but some philosophers have pointed out several difficulties 
(Jaegwon, 1991; Saidel, 2001). This is a very interesting and important question very 
closely related to the subject of this essay, but unfortunately following this path would 
lead us too far from our discussion. In this essay, I will take for granted that a purely 
physical description can explain an organism's behavior, which is fully compatible with 
the existence of parallel descriptions at other levels that appeal to contentful represen-
tations. Therefore, in my account I will dispense with representations (as such). 
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3.1.2 Different ways of learning  
Encouraged by the similarities between operant conditioning and natural selection, 
some people have tried to extend this result to other kinds of learning. For instance, 
Papineau claims that when we acquire new beliefs they typically undergo a kind of se-
lection process that fulfills condition 2 above (Papineau, 1987, 1998). This is probably 
an excessive extrapolation. As Kingsbury (2008) and Price (2001) point out, 'learning' 
comprehends a great amount of different processes: imitation, language learning, ac-
quisition of new recognitional capacities,... and, even in case learning could provide an 
organism with new functions by means of an idiosyncratic selection process, many 
novel abilities and knowledge that we include under the label 'learning' cannot be ex-
plained in the same way.  
 Consider language learning. Kingsbury (2008) claims that for a proper selection 
process to take place in the acquisition of language, the child should have to receive 
positive or negative feedback depending on whether the sentence he produces is well 
or ill-formed (this is one of Papineau's examples (1987, p. 67)). Thus, every time the 
child says 'I goed' instead of 'I went' the parents should stop him and correct his us-
age, and they should do that with every word and structure learned. Unfortunately, 
Kingsbury reminds us this model of language acquisition was discredited long time 
ago. Since Chomsky (1959) published his review of Skinner's Verbal Behavior and de-
veloped his alternative model, it has been widely assumed that negative evidence does 
not play any significative role in language acquisition, and positive evidence is so 
scarce and defective that it alone cannot account for the quick and almost perfect 
learning of grammar and lexicon. So to the extent that language is learned (and, of 
course, even in a Chomskian paradigm, there is something learned) we cannot con-
sider it a selection process that fits in EF. 
 Price's (2001, p. 129) example concerns learning by observation. A lion cub may 
learn how and what to prey by observing older lions hunting. In this way, he may learn 
to hunt long before he is ready to do it by himself, and hence before any selection 
process may take place. In a similar vein, Kingsbury (2008, p. 504) points out that 
concept learning occurs when the baby is still not able to perform any behavior that 
may yield a reward or a punishment. Thus, in both lion cubs and babies, new abilities 
are acquired 'blindly', without feedback. In those cases learning lacks the required en-
vironmental interaction (condition 2c in EF). In view of this evidence, they conclude 
that most learning cannot be regarded as a selection process, but just as a develop-
ment of already existing devices that have been recruited by natural selection. 
 I agree that learning can take place without the action of any selection process. As 
we said in the introduction, 'learning' includes many different kinds of processes, that 
range from the simple acquiring of new knowledge to the more complex development 
of novel and intricate skills.  
 Consequently, I grant that not all episodes of learning are selection processes. In 
particular, some examples like language learning clearly do not consist in selection 
processes. And nonetheless, this contention does not exclude that some cases of learn-
ing actually operate in a parallel fashion as natural selection. This is the reason we con-
strained T1 to just some learning processes. In my opinion, Kingsbury and Price con-
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vincingly show it is wiser not to take natural selection as a general model for learning. 
I think this is the right conclusion we should keep in mind, and it still leaves us with 
the question of whether some learning (for instance, operant conditioning) may be 
better understood as a selection process. 
3.1.3 Mislearning  
However, Price (2001, p. 128) has an argument against the claim that some kind of 
learning provide new functions. According to her, the problem with T1 is that 'it fails 
to accommodate the possibility that an organism makes a mistake in learning'. Con-
sider the following case: 
(Frederick) Frederick the mouse got sick after eating a leaf of Aconitum napellus, 
a toxic plant. As a consequence, he learned to avoid aconite. After this experi-
ence, a new connection has been wired in Frederick's nervous system linking 
the olfactory sensation of aconite and the avoidance response. The acquisition 
of this learned behavior can be readily explained by the fact that in past occa-
sions eating aconite leafs had undesirable consequences, and as a result the 
avoidance behavior has been incorporated in Frederick's repertoire. 
 Now consider a parallel case:  
(Natasha) Natasha the mouse got sick after eating blackberries from a nearby 
bramble bush. As a consequence, she learned to avoid blackberries. However, it 
turns out that blackberries she ate made her sick because it rained acid just that 
morning. Unfortunately for her, blackberries are the most nutritious fruits in 
Natasha's diet.5 
 Both Frederick and Natasha learned to avoid something particular through a simi-
lar experience. Nevertheless, we want to say that something went wrong in Natasha's 
case. It seems that Natasha's learning was a mistake. But certainly, this rule cannot de-
rive from the learning process itself, because the selection process occurred in the 
same fashion in both cases: in both Natasha and Frederick's examples there was repe-
tition, variation and environmental interaction. How can there be a normative differ-
ence if the selection process is what determines what an organism is supposed to do? 
 Two important assumptions are made here. On the one hand, by means of a learn-
ing process the organism can acquire a disposition that does not contribute to its wel-
fare. Indeed, the new ability may run against other biological purposes, as we saw in 
Natasha's example. Learning the wrong thing might be worse that not learning any-
thing at all. This point has been worked out by Godfrey-Smith (1996), who suggests 
that the capacity of learning enhances dramatically the organism's adaptability to a 
complex environment, but only at the high cost of making possible the acquisition of 
the wrong knowledge or skill which eventually may have fatal consequences. 
 Secondly, according to teleonomy the only way an organism can be supposed to do 
something is by having a function. Normativity arises because there are functions, and 
functions solely emerge in mechanisms that have the right kind of selective history. 
                                                     
5 Similar examples can be found in Millikan (1993, p. 227) and Price (2001, p. 128). 
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For this reason, Natasha cannot learn the wrong thing unless there is a biological 
function that determines which should be the result of the learning process. From this 
argument, Price (2001, p. 130) concludes that the capacity of acquiring new skills by 
the process of learning must be considered a way of developing the biological func-
tions recruited by the organism through natural selection. Thus,  
The most plausible response to cases of this kind is to insist that these devices can be ascribed in-
tentional content, even before they give rise to useful behaviour, and that their content is fixed by the 
design function of the mechanisms that govern the process of learning. (Price, 2001, p. 29. Italics are mine) 
Price suggestion raises some questions. How can the fact that Frederick is supposed 
to avoid aconite be determined by nature? How do the innate functions of the device 
explain the possibility of mislearning? We need to answer these questions before we 
can fully understand Price's position. Even if she does not develop in more detail her 
own view on learning, we will try to make sense of it using some of the tools we have 
already presented. 
3.1.4 Taste Aversion Learning 
To understand Price's example, we need first to know a bit more about Taste Aver-
sion Learning, the process involved in Frederick's and Natasha's examples. 
 Biologists tell us that there are innate and learned food aversions. Arguably, both 
have the same goal: trying to avoid that organisms ingest poisonous food. Among the 
inborn mechanisms that serve this purpose, there is aversion to sour and bitter tastes, 
which warn of sour or spoilage. Taste Aversion Learning is a way to discover new 
dangerous substances by means of unpleasant experiences. 
 The capacity to acquire taste aversions from unpleasant experiences is present in 
an enormous range of animal species (humans included), and it works approximatively 
in the same way in all of them, what suggests that this system is quite primitive. More-
over, some evidence shows that it is an unconscious process, taking place quite auto-
matically, despite the conscious efforts of preventing it (Bernstein, 1999). 
 There are some features that make Taste Aversion Learning quite special. First of 
all, in contrast to other learning mechanisms found in animals, it is a very quick acqui-
sition process. Usually, one trial is enough for establishing a connection between a 
particular cue and an aversion. Secondly, this mechanism is specially sensitive to fla-
vours (odor and taste). If a rat eats something that makes him sick, he will avoid 
things that smell alike, not things with the same color, shape or location. (Shettleworth, 
2010). So, in Taste Aversion Learning mice act according to the following proximal 
rule:  
(P) If ingesting x makes you sick, do not eat anything that smells like x  
This is a proximal explanation of the mice's past performances that accounted for the 
selection of the mechanism. On the other hand, this proximal rule was beneficious for 
mice because usually enough past mice avoided the ingestion of poison by following 
it. So there is a more distal explanation that appeals to the fact that this mechanism 
has helped mice to avoid poisonous food. Consequently, the device has a direct (and 
distal) function that goes beyond the relational (and proximal) function: 
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(D) To avoid poisonous food.  
 Now we can understand how this theory is supposed to explain mislearning. An 
organism mislearns when a particular behavior that satisfies the proximal function 
does not satisfy the distal function. In Frederick both rules fit together: the proximal 
rule tells him no to eat aconite because it made him sick, and the direct function that 
lies beyond the proximal rule tells him not to eat aconite as well because it is some-
thing poisonous. So this is not a case of mislearning. 
 However, Natasha's case is different. The proximal rule tells her not to eat black-
berries, because she got sick after eating some. But it does not fulfill the direct (distal) 
function because it will not make her avoiding poisonous food and, in fact, it will re-
duce her fitness. This is a case of mislearning because what she learns does not fulfill 
its distal function: avoiding poisonous food and thus enhancing her fitness. 
 Why is that a problem for T1? Crucially, in this example both P and D are innately 
determined. That is: what mice are supposed to do is determined by the inborn 
mechanisms that have been shaped by natural selection. In Natasha's case, mislearning 
is possible because the result of Taste Aversion Learning does not comply with the 
more distal biological function. So, mislearning is possible because fulfilling the (in-
nate) function of the learning mechanism precludes satisfying another (innate) func-
tion of the device. This is how we can make sense of Price's objection. If all normativ-
ity we find in learning processes is explained by innate functions, there is no place for 
new acquired functions. This is a serious challenge for T1.  
3.1.5 How mislearning is possible  
In the discussion of Frederick and Natasha's examples, we have seen that the norma-
tivity that arises in learning can be fully explained by innate functions. This is possible 
because two different kinds of functions can coexist in a single mechanism: a rela-
tional function (in a proximal explanation) and a direct function (in a distal explana-
tion). The fact that we can make a mistake by learning shows that learning is not com-
pletely independent from history and the general workings of the system. If we want 
to make room for mislearning, we cannot detach learning processes from the function 
that systems have acquired by natural selection.  
 Now, our project is to explain normativity; this is why we appealed to functions in 
the first place. But if all normativity we find in learning is explained by innate func-
tions, can we then conclude that no learning can incorporate new functions? I do not 
think so. This conclusion would be precipitated. The fact that natural selection deter-
mines to some extent what should be learned, does not imply that no other selection 
processes can exist. Price has shown that the possibility of mislearning is linked to in-
nate functions. This idea brings two challenges for T1: one is to explain which sort of 
normativity (if any) is generated in learning processes. The second is to show how T1 
can be true and mislearning be possible.  
 I think both challenges can be met. There is a way in which both natural selection 
and the selection process taking place in learning can determine what the system is 
supposed to do. The remainder of the paper is devoted to explaining this account.  
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3.2 How biology incorporates learning  
Our present task is to present a case in which new functions arise (and normativity is 
generated) and nevertheless mislearning is possible. So we need to find a case in which 
the learned behavior cannot be fully accounted for just appealing to innate functions. 
Let us consider a classical case of operant behavior: 
(Eric) Eric the rat was set in a chamber (a Skinner box) with a light and a lever. 
The chamber was so designed that when the light was on, pressing the lever 
yielded food. Eric was first roaming and inspecting the chamber. By chance, he 
pressed the lever while the light was on and obtained the reward. After some 
more or less fortuitous repetitions, Eric's pressing the lever became correlated 
with the light. The probability of the behavior occurring when the light was on 
and followed by the ingestion of food increased. 
After some trials, Eric learned to press the lever when the light was on. Given the 
light, he was supposed to behave in a certain way. But, in this case, there is no particu-
lar rule that explains Eric's action. We cannot explain Eric's behavior appealing to a 
rule that tells him something like If pressing the lever while a light is on yields food, do it. First, 
because levers and lights (or a correlation between levers and lights) have played no 
role in the evolutionary history of rats. Secondly, because any positive reward (not just 
food) would have produced the learning of the behavior. In this case, the proximal 
explanation for the proliferation of the mechanism should appeal to the fact that past 
mice performed whatever behavior yielded them a reward. Thus, the only proximal 
rule we can appeal to is something like do whatever gets reinforced (reinforcers being the 
production of pleasure, the avoidance of pain,.. or maybe: the segregation of certain 
chemical substance in the brain). Of course, 'whatever' has some natural constraints: 
the rat is not going to fly. But the point is that, in contrast to cases of Test Aversion 
Learning, there is no particular action the rat is supposed to carry out. 
3.2.1 Producing mechanisms 
So I take it that the proximal rule that determines what Eric the Rat is supposed to do 
is something like do whatever gets reinforced. Conceivably, this is a especial sort of rela-
tional function, but one that offers an outstanding variability. This is why animals can 
learn to execute some activities that otherwise they would hardly ever perform. The 
fact that dolphins jump out of the water and carry out extraordinary leaps or the fact 
that pigeons learn to press a lever every time a certain sound is produced can only be 
explained if we assume a fundamental flexibility of the natural device that makes learn-
ing possible. And, probably, the main rule dolphins and pigeons are following must be 
something close to do whatever gets reinforced. I think this is the principle created by the 
process of natural selection that enables that kind of learning. Notice that this rule is 
remarkably flexible because many different behaviors can fill in the variable 'whatever' 
and also because the possible reinforcers are multiple. 
 The point I want to make here is that do whatever gets reinforced is just another form 
to say acquire a new function. A reinforced behavior is a behavior that has acquired a new 
function. As we saw, in operant conditioning reinforcement is a process analogous to 
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natural selection, one that satisfies all conditions required for giving rise to new func-
tions (EF, 2). If a repeated behavior is appropriately rewarded enough amount of 
time, the organism can adopt it as the activity that fulfills the biological function of the 
learning mechanism. The particular behavior that gets reinforced (for instance, by 
avoiding pain) may be fixed in the organism by a selection process that confers new 
functions: this is what explains why Eric is supposed to press the lever. Natural selec-
tion equips some organisms with a device that generates diverse behaviors according 
to different selection processes.  
 Basically, the idea is that the function of certain learning devices is that the organ-
ism acquire new functions if a selection process that fulfills condition 2 in EF takes 
place. This is their biological function. Consider again the example of the rat; depend-
ing on his experience, Eric will learn to press the lever or to somersault. Those are be-
haviors he will learn only if they got reinforced by the appropriate selective story. Let 
us see now how in this case new normativity arises and, at the same time, mislearning 
is possible.  
3.2.2 Operant conditioning and mislearning 
The final picture we get is the following. In some learning situations, mice (and many 
other animals) act following the proximal rule: do whatever gets reinforced. As we just saw, 
this is another way to say acquire a new function. So, there is a biological (proximal) rule 
that drives animals to behave in certain ways if they are appropriately rewarded. By 
means of that process, they acquire new functions, and hence they are supposed to do 
novel things (unexpected for biology). So the new selection process is what deter-
mines which particular action the animal is supposed to do.  
 On the other hand, all these learning mechanisms have had the same distal effect, 
and having this effect explains why the mechanisms were selected at all. Some behav-
iors helped the animals getting food, others avoiding cold, etc... what all have in com-
mon is that they increased the fitness of the organism. So the proximal rule has been 
incorporated into the mouse's repertoire because often enough following it has in-
creased the fitness of the organism. Probably this is the most detailed description we 
can get that accounts for all the positive effects of the different behaviors in the evolu-
tion of the animals. So something like increasing the fitness of the organism is a function (in 
a distal explanation) of this learning mechanism.  
 Now, we can understand how mislearning is possible even in operant learning. 
Even if what an animal is supposed to do derives from the particular history of rein-
forcement, there is always a more distal function that the mechanism is supposed to 
satisfy, namely increasing the fitness of the organism. When a particular learned behavior fails 
to fulfill this function, mislearning occurs. This is how mislearning and operant condi-
tioning are both possible. 
4. The complexity of learning  
I think now we have the principal elements required to understand the increasing 
complexity generated by learning processes and the normativity we find in there. In 
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most cases (for instance, Taste Aversion Learning) appealing to natural selection will 
be enough. However, in other cases the innate mechanism just determines that there 
must be a selection process (say, operant conditioning) that gives raise to new func-
tions. Moreover, I have argued that even if operant conditioning is a selection process 
that fulfills condition 2 in EF, mislearning is also possible.  
 At this point, I think we can conclude that T1 and T2 can be held at the same time. 
T2 is true because, at least in all cases we have considered, learning consists in devel-
oping already existing relational functions. Even operant conditioning consists in de-
veloping a quite general relational function, namely do whatever gets reinforced, On the 
other hand, T1 is also true because in operant conditioning what a system is supposed 
to do is determined by a selection process that confers new functions. So, in some 
cases, learning a new skill or ability may consist in fulfilling a function recruited by 
natural selection and, at the same time, it may include a selection process that gener-
ates new functions. Biology and experience complement each other.  
 I hope I have also been able to show how the capacity to learn a new skill can be 
included in a teleonomic framework. Previous analysis either have decoupled learning 
processes from the organism's evolutionary history or have thought that besides natu-
ral selection no other selection process could give rise to new functions. I have tried 
to show that natural history and personal experience may be unified in a teleonomic 
account. 
 In a more general perspective, I think learning is the key process that will give us 
the clue for understanding complex systems in nature. Of course, it is a triviality that 
we are part of nature, but filling out this idea requires, among other things, explaining 
the process of learning. This essay is intended to be a short step in this direction. 
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